Gauging Molecular Orientation through Time Domain Simulations of Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering.
Molecular reorientation dynamics modulate the physical and chemical properties of molecules at interfaces. This is particularly the case for organic molecules interacting with metallic surfaces-structural motifs of current interest to ultrasensitive chemical/biological detection/imaging. In this context, surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) can be used to gauge the orientation of molecules in the immediate vicinity of plasmonic metals. Herein, we analyze SERS spectra of two aromatic thiols (4-mercaptobenzonitrile and thiophenol) chemisorbed onto silver substrates using ab initio molecular dynamics-based Raman spectral simulations that account for the optical response of molecules in the bulk and oriented molecules at the surface. Through a comparison with prior works aimed at gauging the orientation of our two model systems on metallic substrates, we describe the advantages and discuss the limitations of our described models and approach to gauging the orientation of molecules on metals through time domain simulations of their SERS signatures.